Call of game management.
Dear Madams and Sirs walking in the forest!
The forest is for everyone. Everyone has the right to enjoy the miracle what the nature
means. The hiking trail goes across an area on which there is an intensive hunting. In order
avoiding accidents the following rules must be kept:













It is prohibited to walk, to hike 2 hours after sun rise and 2 hours before sunset, also
at night! These times there are hunting.
It is prohibited making fire.
We ask you to bring home your waste materials and other rest materials.
Please do not get off the tourist path selected!
The small fawn, rabbit, wild pig, red deer are not orphans! Please, do not touch them!
Let them there and go away, because their mother eagerly waits for going to them
again.
If you go with dog, you can lead it only leash severely!
The trees are also sentient beings, it is forbidden carving to the tree trunks!
You must take care of crops found on the agricultural areas! It is prohibited to trample
the agricultural crops with motor vehicle or to make other damage.
Please, do not loud in the forest. All flora species, reptiles, amphibians, birds found on
tourist path are protected, collection of them is forbidden!
Mushrooms and other forest product may be collected only for personal use, their
volume can not be for trade.

Finally an information for you: the hunters have power to perform police tasks.
On the hunting areas they can check your identity, your mato vehicle, they can
examine clothing, they can call you to leave the hunting area or they can stop the
offenders until arrival of police. Their legal protection is the same as the policemen.
Please, comply with rules above written in order to enjoying the miracles of Cserhát
undisturbed. We wish you pleasant hiking!
More information:
Landowners Hunting Community and Premier Pheasant Ltd.
Mobil: +36-30-620-3310
Tamás Major
Chief Hunter

